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The Banggai of Central Sulawesi: 
A Rapid Appraisal Survey Report 

Abstract 

This survey investigates the current language situation found in the Banggai Archipelago Regency 
(Kabupaten Banggai Kepulauan) in Central Sulawesi, Indonesia. The objective of this survey was 
to gain information about which speech variety or varieties would be most beneficial and acceptable 
for language development among the communities of people who traditionally speak the Banggai 
language (ISO639-3 code bgz). 

This survey, therefore, attempts to make an assessment of the dialectal situation, domains of use of, 
and attitudes toward Banggai dialects and Indonesian in several Banggai-speaking communities. 
The field portion of this survey was commenced on the 20th of July 2006 and ended on the 24th of 
July in the same year. 

The lexicostatistical analysis on the wordlists gathered from the three villages of Banggai (two from 
the eastern dialect and one from the western dialect) provisionally suggests the two main regional 
dialect groupings: east and west. Mutual intelligibility between east and west Banggai, however, is 
claimed by the speakers of the east dialect, but not recognised by those of the west. 

1 Introduction 

A subteam of the West Indonesia Survey Team (WIST) of the SIL Indonesia Branch carried out a 
rapid appraisal survey in July 2006 among Banggai-speaking communities of the far eastern part of 
Central Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. As preliminary research, this survey attempts to give an 
overview about the language situation in Banggai. 

1.1 Purpose and goals of the research 

The purpose of this survey was to determine the speech variety, or varieties, in which it would be 
most suitable for Banggai people to have written materials. The criteria for achieving this purpose 
are set in terms of two main questions: 

1.) What are the dialects of Banggai, and can all Banggai dialects use the same existing literature? 

 To answer this question, the researchers have the goals to: 

 get an overview of the dialect situation in Banggai, and 

 gain a general view of the ways existing literature is being used. 

2.) What is the preferred language of personal growth of the Banggai people? 

 To answer this question, the researchers have the goals to:  

 observe patterns of language use, 

 document attitudes of Banggai people toward dialects of Banggai and toward Indonesian 
as the national language, and 

 assess the vitality of the Banggai language. 
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1.2 Research approach 

The methodology and fieldwork of this survey was based upon a model of Rapid Appraisal research 
developed specifically for language assessment. Often called a ‘level one’ survey, Rapid Appraisal 
is designed “to obtain a quick initial assessment of the need for language development in a region” 
(Bergman 1991:3), primarily through background research, interviews, and observation. “The key 
objective of this [method] is to formulate hypotheses to be tested in a more in-depth survey or 
language assessment” (Wetherill 1997). 

The rapid appraisal type of survey is chosen with the consideration that many languages in 
Indonesia still need assessment regarding their language development needs. Rapid appraisal will 
allow the team to get a quick and reliable overview of the linguistic situation in as many survey 
areas as possible while minimizing the amount of time spent in each of those areas. 

1.3 Background information 

1.3.1 Geography 

The traditional homeland of the Banggai is in the Banggai Archipelago Regency (Kabupaten 
Banggai Kepulauan) in Central Sulawesi, Indonesia. The Banggai Archipelago is located between 
1º 06' 30" to 2º 20' 00" south latitude and 122º 40' 00" to 124º 13' 30" east longitude (Kabupaten 
Banggai Kepulauan-Sulawesi Tengah 2005), at the far eastern end of Central Sulawesi province. 
The Banggai Archipelago is surrounded by the Tolo Bay of the Banda Sea in the southwest and the 
Molucca Sea in the northeast. It is separated from mainland Sulawesi by the Peling Straight (Selat 
Peling, also spelled Peleng in most Indonesian sources). The 2000 Indonesian census indicates that 
the Banggai Archipelago Regency comprises seven subdistricts (kecamatan), namely Banggai, 
Liang, Bulagi, Buko, Totikum, Tinangkung, and Labobo Bangkurung. It also includes 164 villages 
(BPS 2000). 
 

 

Figure 1. Location of the Banggai Archipelago. 
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Transportation is widely accessible throughout Central Sulawesi. The fastest way to reach the 
Banggai Archipelago is by taking an airplane that flies to Luwuk, the capital city of Banggai 
Regency, located on the mainland of the eastern arm of Sulawesi. From there, a passenger boat, 
operating two or three times a week, goes to the Banggai Subdistrict within the Banggai 
Archipelago Regency. Also, at present, the passenger ferry KM Sinabung (operated by Pelni) stops 
in the town of Banggai on its two-week, round-trip schedule, linking Banggai Island with places 
such Manado, Ternate, and Jayapura on its outward journey and with Baubau, Makassar, and 
Jakarta on its return. 

Rivers and mountains characterise Banggai’s topography. Areas over 500 metres above sea level 
comprise 14 percent of the total land. The normal climate of Banggai is relatively dry throughout 
the year, with temperatures ranging from 23.0°C to 32.3°C (Kabupaten Banggai Kepulauan-
Sulawesi Tengah 2005). 

1.3.2 Language and people 

Banggai is the name for both the ethnic group and the speech variety, or varieties, predominant in 
the Banggai Archipelago Regency. The language has been given the ISO639-3 code [bgz] (Gordon 
2005). An alternate name for the language formerly encountered in the literature is Aki, derived 
from the Banggai word aki ‘no’. However, the Dutch practice of naming languages after their 
negative terms is no longer current in this part of Sulawesi. Its dialects are East Banggai and West 
Banggai. The number of speakers listed as of 1995 is 100,000. According to Indonesia’s 2000 
census, the Banggai population is around 125,000 people (BPS 2000). 

Beginning with language family, Banggai is classified as Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, 
Celebic, Eastern Celebic, Saluan-Banggai (Mead 2003a). Within the Saluan-Banggai microgroup, 
Banggai is classified along with Balantak as belonging to the Eastern branch, while the Western 
branch comprises Saluan and two smaller languages, Bobongko and Andio (Mead 2003b). Folk 
tradition also links Banggai to the Balantak and Saluan peoples of the Banggai Regency (not to be 
confused with the Banggai Archipelago Regency), forming a people cluster locally called Babasal 
(this word means ‘big’). These three groups, though now ethnically and linguistically distinct, share 
a common ancestry and heritage. 

According to folk etymology, as reported in Spraakkunst van het Banggais by J. D. van den Bergh 
(1953:2), the word Banggai is derived from the word gai, which means ‘maggot’ or ‘grub’ in 
Moluccan Malay. When the Ternateans first came to Banggai, they found people so numerous that 
it seemed to them that the island was swarming, or bergai, which is pronounced bagai in Moluccan 
Malay, and which became banggai after the speech pattern of the Banggai. Another hypothesis 
discussed by van den Bergh (1953:2) is that the word Banggai was borrowed from the Bajau 
language (the Bajau, or Bajo, are a distinct ethnic and linguistic group inhabiting parts of the 
Banggai Archipelago). In their language, bagai means ‘outsider, person belonging to the out-
group,’ and is opposed to the term orang sama, which the Bajau use to refer to themselves. The 
Banggai, who live in different villages within the archipelago, are aware that they are connected to 
each other, though they cannot give a definite account of their common ancestors. 

The Banggai throughout the archipelago are generally subgrouped into two divisions: the people in 
the eastern part, referred to as mian Banggai (Banggai people), and people in the western part, 
referred to as mian Sea-sea (Sea-sea people). The border between these two groups is roughly 
determined by drawing a line from the southern point of the Bay of Bakalan straight to the south. 

Mian Banggai also live on the islands of Mansalean and Bangkurung within the subdistrict of 
Labobo Bangkurung in the same archipelago. As for Bangkurung, van den Bergh (1953:2) stated 
that it was initially populated by the people from West Peling for two centuries. After establishment 
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of the Dutch Administration, the island was populated by new immigrants who mostly came from 
West and South Peling. These new immigrants were initially seeking to cultivate coconuts, and 
eventually settled and built permanent communities on the island. 

Although the original meaning of sea-sea, as in mian Sea-sea, is no longer known, van den Bergh 
puts forth two theories as to its origin (1953:2). The first is that Mian sea-sea could be rendered as 
‘the small people’, or the ‘people of mean (inferior) origin’. Present words similar to sea, such as in 
bukoti sea (mouse or small rat) and ko pau seu (youngest child of a household) lend credence to this 
conjecture. Dr. Albert C. Kruyt’s hypothesis, that sea was a place name on West Peling that was 
eventually embraced by the entire area, is also cited. 

Local reactions toward the word favour the first conjecture. Van den Bergh (1953:2) reported that 
the people in West Banggai are looked down on by those to the east because of their speech forms 
and mannerisms. The name Sea-sea is imposed on the people of West Banggai against their wishes 
by those in the east. The people in West Banggai do not want to be called Sea-sea, and they do not 
want to admit that they are Sea-sea. When asked where the Sea-sea people live, they always point 
to the regions which are located westward from their villages, and likewise with those who live on 
the west side from them. This pattern continues all the way until one reaches the people who live in 
the mountains on the west coast, who do not mind being called Sea-sea. In any case, for the 
Banggai, the word Sea-sea is associated with savagery and bad manners. 

As for their livelihood, the Banggai are mainly cultivators. To sustain their lives, they depend 
largely on producing and selling agricultural products such as fruits (mangoes, durian, and 
mangosteen), cloves, peanuts, coconuts (copra), and yams. Seaweed harvesting is a new industry 
that is taking root in the islands. 

People from different ethnic origins can be found throughout the Banggai Archipelago Regency. 
Many of them come from Java, Gorontalo, Bugis, Poso, Kalimantan, and Manado. There are also 
several Bajau settlements in Banggai. The Bajau used to live in the middle of the Peling Strait and 
Kalumbatan Strait in stilt villages, before their homes were destroyed by an earthquake in 2002. As 
a result of the earthquake, they are now being ‘re-socialised’ to live on land, and their new 
settlement can be found in villages alongside the Kalumbatan Strait. The Bajau are a fishing society 
ultimately originating from Borneo (Blust 2005), though now they have settlements scattered 
throughout Sulawesi. 

1.3.3 Previous research 

The previous research that is used as the main source of information about Banggai in this survey is 
the work by J. D. van den Bergh (1953), Spraakkunst van het Banggais. This work focuses on 
Banggai grammar, but also contains general information on Banggai ethnicity, dialectology, and 
phonology. 

1.3.4 Linguistic context 

Van den Bergh (1953:3) observed that the Banggai have a unity of language, which is remarkable in 
light of their various cultural practises and somewhat polarised ethnic identities. This situation is 
also quite uncommon considering how limited the communication seemed to be between East and 
West Banggai when van den Bergh was conducting his research. Both groups tended to marry those 
from their own village, and they did not travel often to other Banggai areas, still less stay there for a 
long period of time. Every village was a world unto itself. 

Van den Bergh noted that there are no significant grammatical differences between the East and 
West varieties. Both groups might use different synonyms for certain words but that does not hinder 
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mutual intelligibility. Intelligibility is most impeded by differences in pronunciation. He contrasted 
the fast, rough, and ‘unmannered’ speech of the west to the slow, soft, and ‘melodious’ speech of 
the east.  

1.3.5 Dialectology 

Banggai can be roughly divided into two main dialects. In the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) these are 
designated as East Banggai and West Banggai. Van den Bergh (1953) used the names East and 
West Peling, instead of Banggai, for the same grouping. We will use the word Banggai in this 
report since, based on our research, the people use the word Peling, or Peleng, only to denote 
villages in West Banggai (because they are located on the side of the Peling Strait), while Banggai 
is used to refer both to the speech form(s) and the name of their ethnic group. Figure 2 shows the 
dialects of Banggai. 
 

 

Figure 2. Dialects of Banggai. 

Van den Bergh (1953), in his Spraakkunst van het Banggais, presented his analysis of Banggai 
grammar, in which he stated that there are no primary differences between East and West Banggai. 
East Banggai does not have any recognised subvarieties, except for Sampaka, “dat door de sterke 
voorliefde voor hamza’s al heel ver buiten de schreef gaat” (which in its strong predilection toward 
glottal stops entirely oversteps the mark) (van den Bergh 1953:4). In West Banggai there are 
gradational variations throughout the villages, and the degree of difference from the East Banggai 
dialect depends on how far they are geographically from East Banggai. But van den Bergh said that 
these variations do not hinder mutual understanding in casual conversation. 

Van den Bergh (1953) stated that oral communication between the speakers of East and West 
Banggai is sometimes hindered by differences in pronunciation. Grammar does not present a 
problem in mutual understanding, because the Banggai varieties are all grammatically quite similar. 
He explained further that different synonyms for certain words might be used by various speakers 
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from different villages both in the east and the west, but this in no way obstructs mutual 
intelligibility. 

1.3.6 Education 

Indonesian, as the national language, is used in schools throughout the country, starting all the way 
from kindergarten to university. This situation applies also in the Banggai Archipelago. During our 
survey, we asked questions about the percentage of primary school, high school, and university 
graduates. Most children in the archipelago go to school, and some adults are high school or even 
college graduates. 

1.3.7 Religion 

Indonesia is a pluralistic country in terms of religion, language, and ethnicity. In religion, followers 
of Islam form a large majority—almost 86 percent of the whole population according to the 2000 
census (CIA 2000). Our research sites in Banggai are populated by Muslims and Christians. 
Tompudau in the east and Tatabau in the west are predominantly inhabited by Christians. In the 
Banggai Archipelago Regency, there are 100,992 (69%) Muslims, 38,997 (26.5%) Protestants, and 
6,731 (4.5%) Catholics (Kabupaten Banggai Kepulauan-Suluwesi Tengah 2005). 

2 Research tools and methodology 

Three research tools were used in order to appropriately meet the goals of this survey. These tools 
are wordlists, questionnaires (sociolinguistic and village leader), and direct observation. 

Wordlist and sentence elicitation is a field method in language survey that is carried out to generate 
a repertoire of lexical data of each speech variety being investigated. The elicitation of several 
sentences, which is carried out after eliciting wordlists, is conducted for the purpose of obtaining 
general information about the basic grammatical structure of the speech variety in question. 

Sociolinguistic questionnaires attempt to obtain, from the local community, sociolinguistic data 
based on the community’s perceptions, actual or ideal, about local language issues from which a 
general picture of the language situation in that community can be obtained. 

Village leader questionnaires are administered in the interest of gaining general information about 
regional development in the survey areas by asking questions of the village leader or other person of 
equivalent position. The data gathered through the questionnaire can be used as background 
information for potential community-development programs. 

Direct observations were naturally carried out during wordlist elicitations and sociolinguistic 
questionnaire administration and, in general, throughout the survey. Relevant information obtained 
during the observations was noted in a notebook or in blank spaces in questionnaire forms. This 
information was keyboarded during the data entry process after the survey was completed. These 
observations often greatly inform researchers’ understanding of the language situation in an area. 

2.1 Wordlists and sentences 

2.1.1 Source of wordlists and sentences 

The wordlists used in this survey was SIL’s 488-item Sulawesi Umbrella Wordlist. This list was 
originally compiled circa 1987 from previous South Sulawesi wordlists, Philippine Minor 
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Languages (Reid 1971), Blust’s ‘Basic Vocabulary of Proto-Malayo-Polynesian’ (1981), and 
feedback from various linguists (see Friberg 1987 for additional background). 

For sentences, we gathered twenty-three basic sentences which were derived from ‘Sentences for 
Tomini Fieldwork’ prepared by Nikolaus Himmelmann (c1988). 

2.1.2 Wordlist and sentence informants 

The main informants for wordlist and sentence elicitation were selected based on the following 
criteria: the informants must originate from the area and be recognised as belonging to that ethnic 
group (as must their parents), have clear speech, and have not traveled much outside of their native 
area for long periods of time. 

These requirements were generally met for all of our informants. However, in Tatabau, our main 
informant was originally from Paisubatu, a village about three kilometers away from Tatabau and 
located within the same subdistrict, Buko. We discovered this information after selecting him as our 
main informant. Villagers recommended him as an informant, despite the fact that we had asked for 
a person who was born and grew up in Tatabau. Nevertheless, we do not see this as something that 
would invalidate the data obtained since the words that were given during the elicitation were based 
on the consensus of the local people. Also, both the local people and the informant stated that the 
people in Tatabau and in Paisubatu speak the same language variety with no difference whatsoever. 

2.1.3 Wordlist and sentence elicitation 

Wordlist data were written down on paper, typed into Palmsurv (software developed by SIL that 
enables surveyors to transcribe wordlists directly onto their PalmOS handheld computer), and 
recorded on minidisc recorders. During wordlist elicitation, the person eliciting the wordlist would 
pronounce the words in Indonesian, and the main informant would give the words in his/her speech 
variety, which was sometimes followed by further discussion and suggestions from other members 
of the community before they finally came to an agreement. When the informant gave us words that 
were completely different from the words that had previously been elicited in other Banggai-
speaking areas, we checked for synonyms by asking whether the other words from the other areas 
were also used in their area. 

Sentence data were written down on paper and typed into Microsoft Office Word. During sentence 
elicitation, the person eliciting the sentence would pronounce each sentence in Indonesian, and the 
main informant would give the corresponding sentences in his/her speech variety, which was also 
sometimes followed by further discussion and suggestions from other members of the community 
before they finally came to an agreement. The person eliciting the sentence would then write down 
the phonetic transcription of it, either in the sentence form or in a notebook. 

2.1.4 Lexicostatistics and the analysis of wordlists and sentences 

Lexicostatistics is a linguistic method used to compare corpora of lexical data from two or more 
speech varieties, gathered through wordlist elicitation. From this method, degrees of lexical 
similarity, as percentages, can be established between those speech varieties. This similarity in no 
way implies the level of mutual intelligibility between those speech varieties. Rather, it merely 
suggests that the varieties involved are lexically similar, without making further assessment of their 
mutual intelligibility. High lexical similarity is, indeed, generally related to mutual intelligibility. 
But whether this is a cause and effect relationship is open to debate (for example, see Simons 1979). 

Lexicostatistic calculations in this survey were aided by use of WordSurv 6.0, a software program 
developed by SIL to aid in determining linguistic relationships through the comparison of wordlists. 
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The elicited wordlists were typed into WordSurv and grouped according to lexical similarity. 
Grouping was done according to the principles outlined in the Appendix. 

No analysis was done with the sentences, as grammar comparisons are usually reserved for more 
in-depth surveys (Bergman 1991:5). 

2.2 Questionnaires  

The sociolinguistic questionnaire used consists of 60 main questions, grouped into seven sections: 
factors that influence regional development, language use, dialectology, language change, language 
maintenance, language attitudes, and media-use preferences. The sociolinguistic questionnaire is 
administered to a group of three or more people, with the community leaders present to answer the 
questions for/with their community based on consensus. Before the questionnaire is administered, 
researchers ask questions to make sure that the people who speak for their community are native-
born individuals. 

Group questionnaires are preferred over individual questionnaires on our rapid appraisal survey for 
three reasons. First, by seeking a consensus in a group format, researchers are able to observe the 
discussion that takes place regarding answers to each question. Thus, researchers have the benefit of 
a variety of responses in a short amount of time. Secondly, since the questions ask mostly about the 
overall language behaviour of the locals as it is mirrored in their social activities, the consensus 
answers give researchers insight into the most typical scenarios and keep those with outlying 
answers in check. Finally, the administration of individual questionnaires, which obliges one 
individual to be, in a sense, separated from the others, is not viewed as culturally appropriate and 
will likely ignite much suspicion from the villagers in general. 

The Village Leader Questionnaire consists of questions regarding general information about the 
demography, economy, regional development, religion, health, and education of the community. 
This questionnaire is administered to a leader of the village, sometimes with other people around 
answering the questions for or with him/her. 

2.3 Research sites 

The research sites were selected by cluster sampling. Cluster sampling is a sampling frame using 
two stages. In the first stage, the population is determined by selecting a random sample of areas, 
and, in the second stage, by choosing respondents within those areas. 

In this survey, the samples were chosen from four main regions within the Banggai Archipelago, 
namely West Peling, East Peling, Banggai, and Labobo Bangkurung. These four areas were chosen 
as possibly representing the overall ranges of language variation within Banggai, based on van den 
Bergh’s research, and based on the assumption that language variation would mainly differ island 
by island (islands forming a natural geographic boundary). 

Within each of these four regions, villages were selected for survey from those whose population is 
more than 90% Banggai, based on Indonesia’s 2000 census. In subdistrict Labobo Bangkurung, we 
selected the village of Mansalean; in subdistrict Banggai we selected Adean; in East Peling we 
selected Boyomoute (subdistrict Liang), and Tompudau (subdistrict Tinangkung); and in West 
Peling we selected Tatabau (subdistrict Buko). Figure 3 shows the location of these research sites. 
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Figure 3. Research sites. 

On our way to Tatabau in West Banggai, we also visited Leme-leme Bungin, a village which is 
populated by Saluan people who had moved there. In this area, we administered a questionnaire to 
the head of the village and elicited a Basic Austronesian Wordlist to provide data requested by an 
SIL partner who was conducting research among the Saluan in Kabupaten Banggai. 

3 Findings 

3.1 Reported intelligibility 

Information regarding intelligibility was gathered through the sociolinguistic questionnaire. 
Through this forum, West Banggai speakers stated that they experience difficulties in understanding 
the speech of those who live in some East Banggai villages. The East Banggai, on the other hand, 
state that they can understand all Banggai varieties both from the east and the west, and explain that 
the difference between them lies only in the accents, which does not impede intelligibility. 

3.2 Results of lexicostatistic analysis 

Comparing the lexical similarity of wordlists taken from Adean, Tompudau, and Tatabau suggests 
two main regional dialect groupings: east and west. Adean and Tompudau, from the eastern dialect, 
are more lexically similar to each other (85 percent) than either is to Tatabau, from the western 
dialect (74 percent and 75 percent respectively). This is illustrated by Figure 4. Lexical similarity 
scores were calculated by comparing all 488-wordlist items. (See the Appendix regarding how 
wordlist responses were scored as lexically similar or not.) 
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 Adean  

85%   Tompudau  

74% 75%   Tatabau 

Figure 4. Percentage of lexical similarity between Banggai varieties. 

3.3 Sociolinguistic situation in Banggai 

Sociolinguistic issues feature greatly in this survey because the overall goal is to discover and 
describe the language situation of Banggai as found in actual daily-life. Following is a 
sociolinguistic presentation of the Banggai language, covering the issues of language roles and the 
factors that influence language vitality. It is based on information gathered through the 
sociolinguistics questionnaire, as well as direct observation by WIST researchers during the survey. 

3.3.1 Language roles 

Throughout Banggai communities, Banggai is the ‘language of the heart’ used by older adults in 
communicating to each other in more informal and intimate settings. Indonesian is the language 
used by the younger generation among themselves, and it is the language of education, government, 
and media. Indonesian generally functions among adults as the Language of Wider Communication 
(LWC) and the language for formal occasions. Children now grow up speaking Indonesian, inside 
and outside of the home, and they continue using it as they age, though some people remarked that, 
as children grow older, they would pick up some Banggai words. In general, it is reported that they 
are no longer becoming fluent in Banggai nor are they encouraged to learn it as their primary 
language. 

3.3.2 Language vitality 

The question of language vitality attempts to assess whether the language in question will still be 
used by future generations. Many researchers have attempted to list the various factors that 
influence language vitality, most of whom agree that any one indicator alone will not adequately 
predict future language use within a community. In this survey, we looked at the following 
qualitative measures: patterns of language use, language contact, language attitude, language shift, 
and language development or language preservation among the communities involved. 

3.3.2.1  Language use and language contact 

Banggai varieties across the regions are mainly spoken by adults, beginning from their late thirties 
and older, for informal conversation or, as some local informants put it, for conveying secret 
information that they do not want younger people around them to know. The parents’ high desire 
for their children to be able to use Indonesian well, reportedly for economic and educational 
purposes, contributes to the lessened usage of Banggai among children and teenagers. 

Teenagers and children in Banggai use Indonesian, or rather, the regional variety of it, every day in 
almost all domains of life. Among adults and older people, Indonesian is used mostly for formal 
occasions, such as in community gatherings, and in making public announcements.  

For adults, another reason that they would use Indonesian instead of Banggai would be when they 
have to converse with non-Banggai speakers. The use of both Banggai and Indonesian is fairly 
strong. One key trend to note is that, for most domains where the adults would use Banggai, the 
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children use Indonesian. Figure 5 shows the language use of Banggai within different language 
domains. 

 
Language Used Domain Banggai Indonesian Other 

Home X (among older 
adults) 

X (among children 
and between parents 
and children) 

 

With friends and 
neighbours X X (with other ethnic 

groups)  

At work (in the 
field) X X (with other ethnic 

groups)  

Daily market X X (with other ethnic 
groups)  

Weekly market X X (with other ethnic 
groups)  

Health clinic (govt. 
sponsored) X 

X (if the nurse or the 
doctor is not from 
Banggai) 

 

Playing at school 
X (sometimes, by the 
children who can 
speak it) 

X  

Language of 
instruction 1st grade  

X (most children do 
not understand 
Banggai) 

 

Traditional 
ceremonies X X   

Public 
announcements X X (if other ethnic 

groups are present)  

Village elders 
meeting X X (if other ethnic 

groups are present)  

Religious ceremony X X (for general 
announcements)  

Group prayer  X Arabic 
Private prayer X X (mostly)  
Reading Al Qur’an   Arabic 
Making 
announcements at 
the mosque 

 
X (because other 
ethnic groups are 
present) 

 

Sermon at the 
mosque  X Arabic (for quoting 

Qur’anic passages) 

Figure 5. Language use in Banggai by linguistic domain. 

The Banggai generally have linguistic contacts with outsiders in two ways. First, they meet people 
at the daily or weekly market. These people are mainly people from neighbouring areas, and thus 
are Banggai-speaking. They also have personal relationships with outsiders (people of different 
ethnic origins) who live in their areas. It is reported that some of the outsiders make an attempt to 
learn Banggai after living in Banggai areas for a while. 
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3.3.2.2 Language attitudes  

The Banggai people whom we interviewed are generally not ashamed of their language. During the 
administration of the group sociolinguistic questionnaire in all research sites, the Banggai expressed 
their desire to preserve their language for the purpose of pointing out their ethnic identity to 
outsiders. Nevertheless, it is inferred by the researchers that the Banggai people’s actual language 
use is determined by the perceived benefits that they can get for advancement, mainly in terms of 
education and economy, for which Indonesian is their only viable option. It is the necessary means 
to achieve that end. 

Several locations were mentioned as where the best, or the most refined, dialect is spoken (as they 
perceive it). Among the places mentioned are Totikum (a subdistrict in the northeast), Salakan (a 
small town in Tinangkung subdistrict), and Liang. Special reference is always made to the 
refinement and subtlety of the Totikum speech, even when it is used to express anger. 

3.3.2.3 Language shift and vitality of the Banggai 

The current linguistic trend in Banggai suggests that, by looking at the answers to the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire, a shift from the use of Banggai to that of Indonesian in many domains 
is now taking place, especially among children and teenagers. 

The lessened use of Banggai among children and teenagers in almost all domains of life implies 
that, if the trend were to continue unchanged for a certain period of time, the language shift from 
Banggai to Indonesian would be complete within a few generations. The researchers see this 
scenario as probable, due to the Banggai people’s persistent belief that Indonesian is the most 
beneficial language for social and educational advancement. 

3.3.2.4 Language development 

The first visible sign of language development, or rather, language preservation, whose effort is 
driven out of artistic impulse, can be seen in the existence of cassettes that record songs in Banggai. 
These Banggai songs are highly popular among the adult population and they are often played by 
local radio stations. The second sign of language development, which is by no means insignificant 
to linguistic research, is the existence of a short Banggai-Indonesian dictionary, which was 
compiled by local authors and whose presence is not generally realised by Banggai speakers. 
Additionally, there exists a complete translation of the Bible (both Old and New Testament) in the 
Banggai language. The most recent edition of the Bible was published by the Indonesian Bible 
Society (Lembaga Alkitab Indonesia) in 2002. This translation was made in Bulagi, a subdistrict in 
West Banggai. For various reasons, possibly including poor dialect, word choice, and artificial 
sentence structure, this translation has been less than fully endorsed by its readership. 

4 Conclusions 

Based on the results of lexicostatistical analysis and the findings relating to emic dialect 
identification in Banggai, we have grouped the Banggai varieties, tentatively, and in accordance 
with van den Bergh’s groupings, into two main regional dialect groupings: east and west. The 
background research indicates that oral communication is sometimes hindered by the variations in 
pronunciation that exist between, or within, each of the two main dialects, but that this does not 
deter mutual intelligibility. This statement, however, is not supported by the local people’s opinions 
regarding the intelligibility of Banggai varieties. Mutual intelligibility between East and West 
Banggai is claimed by the speakers of the east dialect, but not recognised by those of the west. 
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The language vitality of Banggai can be categorised as decreasing. This conclusion is reached based 
on the patterns of language use observed by the researchers and reported by the community 
members that were interviewed in the selected Banggai research sites. Furthermore, we have no 
reason to suspect that these sites are not representative of the whole Banggai-speaking areas. The 
following evidence confirms this conclusion: 1) it is reported that children and teenagers not only 
do not use Banggai, but also do not understand it, and are unlikely to be encouraged to use it in the 
future as their primary language; and 2) only adult populations (beginning from their late thirties) 
can speak Banggai, and they mainly use it for intimate communication between each other. 

5 Recommendations  

The Banggai language is at a tipping point. The adult population, people in their thirties and above, 
speak and understand Banggai, and express a desire to preserve their linguistic heritage for the 
purpose of identifying their ethnicity. On the other hand, these expressed desires have had little 
effect to date on the younger generation, who speak Indonesian almost exclusively. The only 
concrete measures which have been undertaken are recording of Banggai songs on cassette, work 
on a Banggai dictionary, and the publication of a Banggai Bible. The Banggai Bible, for whatever 
reason, is not widely used or read. 

We conclude that the Banggai people could use assistance in understanding what other kinds of 
efforts could be undertaken to develop their language. Furthermore, the ideal time for intervention 
is now, while there are still parents—not just grandparents—who speak the language. Unless the 
Banggai people find ways to encourage the younger generation to learn Banggai and use it daily, 
prospects for the survival of the Banggai language look dim. 
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Appendix:  Guidelines for determining lexical similarity 

Lexical similarity was determined by comparing the stems of words. Affixation was disregarded as 
affecting similarity.  

Example — counted as lexically similar (belonging to the same similarity set): 

  ‘to dig’ 
 Adean mɑŋkɑli mɑŋ- kɑli A 
 Tompudau kɑliyo kɑli –yo A 
 Tatabau bɑʔɑli bɑ- ʔɑli A 

In phrases of two or more words, all words in the phrase had to be lexically similar for one variety’s 
phrase to be counted similar to another variety’s phrase. 

Example 1 — counted as lexically similar (belonging to the same similarity set): 

  ‘throat’ 
 Adean uluno toboŋo A 
 Tompudau uluno tobuŋo A 
 Tatabau oluno toboŋo A 

Example 2 — counted as belonging to different similarity sets: 

  ‘pupil of the eye’ 
 Adean mɑtɑno bukuno A 
 Tompudau mɑtɑ bukuno A  
 Tatabau mɑtɑno bɑtuno B 

In compound words (words with two or more stems), all stems had to be similar to count as 
lexically similar. 

Example 1  (manda = ‘centipede’) : 

  ‘scorpion’ 
 Adean mɑndɑsopit A 
 Tompudau mɑndɑpɑkɑmut B  
 Tatabau mɑndɑsopit A 

Example 2  (sung = ‘mouth’) : 

  ‘lips’ 
 Adean bibilo A 
 Tompudau bibilo A  
 Tatabau suŋobilo B 

In cases of reduplication, if the process of reduplication did not create a new stem, the varieties 
were counted as similar. 
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Example 1: 

  ‘bend of the knee’ 
 Adean kɑndɑno A 
 Tompudau kɑndɑno A  
 Tatabau kɑkɑndɑno A 

Example 2: 

  ‘to deceive’ 
 Adean bɑkulusi A 
 Tompudau kulukulus A  

Example 3: 

  ‘scar’ 
 Adean dedeŋ lɑlo A 
 Tompudau sondeŋ lɑlo B  

Patterns of regular sound change helped in determining lexical similarity. 

Word medial /k/ becomes glottal stop /ʔ/ in the western dialect: 

  ‘fat’ ‘bone’ 
 Adean inɑko buku 
 Tompudau inɑko bukuno 
 Tatabau inɑʔo buʔuno 

Or, /k/ sometimes goes to /g/ in the western dialect: 

  ‘kapok’ ‘behind’ 
 Adean kɑboŋkɑboŋ doy toŋkuluŋ 
 Tompudau kɑbuŋ kɑbuŋ toŋkuluŋ 
 Tatabau ŋgɑuŋ gɑbuŋ doy toŋg̥uluŋ 

Free variation exists between /l/ and /r/: 

  ‘carabao’ ‘millipede’ ‘straight’ 
 Adean kɑrɑmbɑu  moloyos 
 Tompudau kɑrɑmbɑu bɑŋkuruŋ moroyos 
 Tatabau kɑlɑmbɑu bɑŋguluŋ meleos 

Often, /l/ corresponds to /d/: 

  ‘firefly’ ‘narrow, tight’ 
 Adean lipopot modipot  
 Tompudau lipopot molipot 
 Tatabau dippot modipʊt 

/b/ and /m/ interchange: 

  ‘waterfall’ ‘wife’ 
 Adean pɑisu motuoŋ boloki  
 Tompudau pɑisu motuoŋ moloki 
 Tatabau pɑisu bɑtuoŋ boloki 
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/p/ and /m/ interchange: 

  ‘weak’ ‘needle’ 
 Adean muyuk pɑkɑut  
 Tompudau puyuk mɑkɑu ̩ 
 Tatabau mimiyuk pɑʔɑut 

/b/ and /p/ interchange: 

  ‘snake’ 
 Adean bindɑnɑ 
 Tompudau pindɑnɑ 
 Tatabau bindɑʔ 

/ŋ/ corresponds to /m/ in the western dialect: 

  ‘sweat’ ‘bark cloth’ ‘inside’ 
 Adean motomos  doy lɑloŋ 
 Tompudau toŋos deŋit lɑloŋ 
 Tatabau  demit doy lɑlom 

/u/ sometimes corresponds to /i/ in the western dialect: 

  ‘skin’ ‘head lice’ ‘below’ 
 Adean kulito  doy bulit 
 Tompudau kulito kutu di bulit 
 Tatabau kilito kitu doy bilit 

Finally, word-final /y/ often becomes /ŋ/ in the western dialect: 

  ‘pig’ 
 Adean bɑbuy 
 Tompudau bɑbuy 
 Tatabau bɑbuŋ 

Many of these sound alterations are confirmed and explained more fully in van den Bergh’s 
grammar (1953). 
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